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Abstract In this paper a new method of failure detection in rotating machinery is
presented. It is based on a vibration time series analysis. A pure vibration signal is
decomposed via the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and new time series for
each frequency bin are processed using novel approach called local maxima
method. We search for local maxima because they appear in the signal if local
damage in bearings or gearbox exists. Due to random character of obtained time
series, each maximum occurrence must be checked for its significance. If there are
time points for which the average number of local maxima is significantly higher
than for the others, then the machine is suspected of being damaged. For healthy
condition machinery, the vector of average number of maxima for each time point
should not have outliers. The main attention is concentrated on the proper choice
of required local maxima significance. The method is illustrated by analysis of
very noisy both real and simulated signals. Also possible generalizations of this
method are presented.
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1 Introduction

Time-frequency representation is very reasonable method of non-stationary signal
analysis. Local damage in rotating machinery is a form of change of machine
condition that causes cyclic, impulsive and non-stationary contribution in machine
vibration response. Expected impulsive and cyclic disturbances in time domain in
many industrial cases are masked by other vibration sources generated by machine
[1–4]. Time-frequency representation of complex signal is much easier to interpret
(impulsive excitation in time domain is represented by wideband disturbance of
the spectrum) so this method is very frequently used technique for vibration based
damage detection [5–12]. In fact, even time-frequency representation of complex
signal may require some extra activities, i.e. enhancement of time-frequency plane
readability before feature extraction and decision making. In this paper a novel
method of spectrogram enhancement for local damage detection in rotating
machinery is proposed. Spectrogram is used to present performance of the pro-
cedure because it is the simplest, intuitive and very often used in signal analysis
[6]. In the method we analyze/process energy flow in time domain but for single
frequency bin. It is assumed that complex raw vibration signal is decomposed into
set of narrowband sub-signals with much smaller complexity. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: in Sect. 2 a proposal of new time-frequency map enhancement
procedure is presented and next, in Sect. 3 and 4, validation to simulation and real
data is provided.

2 Methodology

Before the further analysis we transform the original signal into time-frequency map.
As a result we obtain the spectrogram which is denoted as STFTðt; f Þf gt2 0;T½ �; f2F .

Physically it is a two-dimensional array of real numbers calculated using a standard
procedure. Parameters of spectrogram are very important. This issue will be dis-
cussed in real case study part.

The proposed procedure is based on the local maxima finding. More precisely,
for each frequency band (i.e. time series adequate to selected frequency) we check
the local maximum occurrence. We assume that local maximum occurs in given
time point when value in the analyzed point is higher than the other values in its
neighborhood of a length not less than a certain value (in the further analysis we
assume the length of neighborhood equal to six). Discussion of the selection of the
minimal neighborhood length is included in the data analysis sections. Then, for
each frequency band we create a new binary time series which is a transformation
of the original data into zero-one series. More precisely, we put one for this time
point when the local maximum occurs and zero otherwise. Let us point that the
binary values obtained in this way minimize influence of insignificant signals for
local damage detection as well as maximize impact of characteristic signals for
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locally damaged machinery. Then, in our methodology for each time point we
suggest to use the vector of weights (VoW), which is a vector of averaged maxima
occurrence, i.e. VoW time series is defined as follows:

W tið Þ ¼
1

#F

X

f2F

M ti; fð Þ; ð1Þ

where M ti; fð Þ represents binary valued time series of the local maxima occurrence
for a time point ti and frequency f . After multiplying each previously computed
binary value by the value of VoW at the corresponding time point we obtain
enhanced spectrogram. Therefore the enhanced spectrogram at point ti; fj

� �
is

defined as follows:

ENH ti; fj

� �
¼ W tið ÞM ti; fj

� �
: ð2Þ

In Fig. 1 we present the scheme of creating the enhanced spectrogram. One of
the theoretical advantages of this method is its invariance under strictly increasing
transformations. The maxima remain maxima after strictly increasing transfor-
mations such as logarithms, scaling, the square root or square (for positive num-
bers). Thus we do not need to compute logarithm of squared magnitude of

STFTðt; f Þf gt2 0;T½ �; f2F as it is widely performed for spectrogram—only the mag-

nitude value is needed. Moreover no normalization of each sub-signal is needed.
Another advantage of the presented method is its possibility of generalization to
non-stationary conditions, e.g. changes at the speed of potentially damaged
rotating machinery parts. If the speed at point t increases, it will decrease time
interval between expected wide-range excitations. Then the minimum neighbor-
hood length must be reduced to avoid significant maxima omitting. The local
maxima method can be also applied to another time-frequency representation
where cyclic impulses are represented by broadband disturbances.

3 Simulated Data Analysis

In order to show the results of our method we have simulated complex raw
vibration signal of a machine without and with defect. The model describes real
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Fig. 1 Diagram of time-frequency map enhancement procedure
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situations met in case of industrial signals analysis. Raw vibration signal is
modeled as an additive mixture of: (1) deterministic contribution related to mesh
frequency components, shaft components and other sources that generate nar-
rowband deterministic signal with discrete spectrum, (2) Signal of Interest (SOI)—
amplitude modulated wideband random process related to localized damage and
(3) Gaussian noise.

The SOI is obtained by simple amplitude modulation with depth of modulation
as a parameter stimulating damage growth, random wideband carrier with center
frequency corresponding to structural resonance, cycle of impulsive disturbance
related to fault frequency. Such a model was widely used in previous researches
[1, 3]. Figure 2 shows time-frequency representation of simulations for ‘‘undam-
aged’’ and ‘‘damaged’’ signals. From the Fig. 2 (right) one may notice set of
parallel horizontal lines in frequency range 2–6 [kHz]. They correspond to
impulsive disturbance in time domain. Unfortunately, they are not so clear, and
completely invisible in time domain due to low-frequency high-energy contribu-
tion related to first part of the signal model (note vertical concentration of energy
in frequency range \1 [kHz]). Figure 3 presents result of time-frequency map
enhancement obtained after application of the proposed procedure to simulated
data.

One of the most important questions for this method is how to choose the
minimal neighborhood length. We propose to make the choice dependent on
expected time intervals between broadband excitations caused by local damage.
The expected frequency of failure signals for our simulated data is 13 [Hz]. The
distance between time points on the spectrogram is

STFT window length

frequency sampling
¼ 200

20000 ½Hz� ¼ 0:01 ½s�: ð3Þ

Because of the expected fault frequency (or more precisely cycle related to
failure) we choose minimal neighborhood length of 12 adjacent time intervals, i.e.
0.12 [s]. It means that a point of sub-signal is called a local maximum when its

Fig. 2 Time-frequency representation of simulations for ‘‘undamaged’’ and ‘‘damaged’’ signals
(left and right respectively)
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magnitude is higher than past 6 and future 6 magnitudes. This choice is the
maximum symmetrical neighborhood which does not exclude maxima at time
points corresponding to the expected broadband excitations. Lower neighborhood
length results in more noise, i.e. even minor maxima are observed.

Figures 2 and 3 show the standard spectrograms compared to the enhanced ones
for both healthy and locally damaged machines. The spectrogram for signal of
locally damaged machine contains horizontal lines specific for a failure signal.
Because of magnitude values, these lines are colored similarly to the sub-signals
that contain more energy than others (see at frequency band of 3–5 [kHz]). Hence,
this band may be rejected as non-informative in further processing after standard
spectrogram-based analysis. One can see that the enhanced spectrogram for a
healthy signal contains no information of energy in each frequency band. Its
behavior on low frequencies (\1 [kHz]) is very similar to the highest frequencies
([7 [kHz]). Information about energy is unnecessary in the wide-range excitation
detection, so this feature, called energy-insensitivity, causes that these horizontal
lines are better visible on the enhanced spectrogram. In particular, one can see that
the frequency band of 3–5 [kHz], however, contains significant information about
damage and should not be rejected. Better visibility can be noticed not only in the
broader spectrum of excitations, but also in noise reduction between them. The
second advantage can be seen especially when vertical lines on the enhanced
spectrogram are almost continuous (see t * 0.6 [s] in Fig. 3, right panel).

Another output of the presented method is the vector of weights. VoW for
healthy and unhealthy signal (Fig. 4) show the averaged local maxima occurrence
for each time point. Local maxima of sub-signals are required to be higher than 6
past and future magnitudes, so 6 first and last values of VoW are zeros. Small
value of the modulation depth causes that local maxima are visible only at about
30–40 % of frequency band spectrum. Such a narrow informative band causes that
in the enhanced spectrogram one can observe many random maxima (especially in
the band of [7 [kHz]) which do not follow any wide-band excitation.

Average number of local maxima between excitations for the unhealthy signal is
significantly lower than the average number of local maxima at the corresponding

Fig. 3 Enhanced spectrograms for simulated data. Healthy case data (left) and simulated damage
(modulation depth m = 0.5)
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time points for the healthy one. This is caused by noise reduction—local maximum
at one point excludes local maximum at some time points before and after. After
statistical analysis, this feature can be a base in noise reduction procedure. Values
of the VoW significantly lower than those expected for a healthy signal certainly do
not represent broadband excitation hence can be filtered out.

Vector of weights is a great instrument to compare healthy and unhealthy
signal, but if we do not have comparative samples, we need a tool to say whether
the analyzed VoW represents machinery in a good condition or not. We propose to
use a famous tool widely-used in the stochastic analysis—the sample autocorre-
lation function (ACF). In this case we propose to measure correlation inside time
series from the VoW. In Fig. 5, ACF for a signal which comes from damaged
rotating machinery the VoW time series possesses significantly higher values than
the confidence interval, so it seems to be correlated. For the healthy signal the
VoW time series appears to be uncorrelated. One can see that VoW representing
the damaged machinery is autocorrelated with lags close to a multiple of 8, which
corresponds to time intervals close to a multiple of 0.08 [s] and frequency of
12.5 [Hz]. Precisely, the highest autocorrelation can be observed in lags equal to 8,
15, 23, etc., so time intervals are a little smaller than 0.08 [s], hence the frequency
is slightly higher than 12.5 [Hz].

4 Real Data Analysis

In this section we will validate our procedure for real vibration time series from
heavy machinery system used in mining industry. This problem has been widely
described in previous papers where different techniques have been tested [1, 2].
Due to lack of space detailed description of the machine will be omitted here. Just
to give a general idea to the reader: the problem is how to detect local damage in
the pulley bearing case of serious contamination from gearbox located nearby.

Fig. 4 Vectors of weights for simulated data—average numbers of maxima occurrence for each
time point. Unhealthy data with modulation depth m = 0.5 (bottom panel) and healthy data (top
panel)
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Parameters of the signal acquisition are: sampling frequency 19.2 [kHz], duration
2.5 [s]. Time-frequency map has been obtained using Matlab spectrogram function
with the following parameters: no overlapping, FFT length NFFT = 512 points
and Kaiser’s window of length 200.

Also the minimal neighborhood length used for enhancement procedure is fixed
at 6 adjacent points. This is caused by the expected frequency of disturbance
connected with damage which should be close to 12.69 [Hz]. Two cases were
considered: bearings in good and in bad condition. Time-frequency map for both
of them are presented in Fig. 6 (left panels). In these figures only a part of the
signal is presented (first second only). As for simulations, some horizontal lines are
visible for signal with damaged bearings (up to 6 [kHz]). Again, for frequencies
less than 1 [kHz] a non-informative contribution of high energy may be found. It is
related to gearbox vibration transmitted to the sensor through the shaft. Top and
bottom plots on the right side of Fig. 6 present results of time-frequency map
enhancement.

Looking at the spectrogram, one can divide whole spectrum into three energy-
similar parts: high-energy (\1 [kHz]), middle-energy (1–7 [kHz]) and low-energy
band ([7 [kHz]). Wide-band excitations do not always have enough energy to be
easily visible at the edges of these bands. This means that spectrogram analysis
fails in the band of variable energy (1 and 7 [kHz]). Analysis of local maxima in
the spectrogram sub-signals deal with this problem. Enhanced time-frequency map
for damaged bearing is characterized by many almost-continuous horizontal lines
in the band of 7 [kHz] that are not visible in the standard spectrogram. Healthy
signal represented on the top-right panel of Fig. 6 is totally random. No particular
band with specific behavior can be distinguished. This feature confirms that the
local maxima method is insensitive to energy, thus it is a better tool to search for
excitations than the standard spectrogram.

Comparing VoW time series for healthy and unhealthy signals (Fig. 7) one can
see that, again, the average maxima occurrence is lower than for healthy data
between two damage signals. As in the simulated vibration signal case study,
statistical analysis of healthy VoW distribution can provide rules to filter VoW and
receive clearer information about damage.

Fig. 5 Sample autocorrelation function for vector of weights for healthy simulated signal (left
panel) and unhealthy data with modulation depth m = 0.5 (right panel)
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What is worth mentioning, some of significant horizontal lines are barely vis-
ible on the standard spectrogram (compare bottom panels on Fig. 6, t1 = 0.3 [s]
and t2 = 0.6 [s]). Vector of weights confirms that these lines are of enough wide-
band character to be treated as a signal connected with damage (Fig. 7).

Figure 8 show that even in the real case study the sample autocorrelation
function can be useful to recognize the occurrence of damage as well as its
characteristic frequency. ACF for time series representing unhealthy bearing

Fig. 7 Vectors of weights for real data—average numbers of maxima occurrence for each time
point. Unhealthy data (bottom panel) and healthy data (top panel)

Fig. 6 Spectrograms (left panels) and their enhancements (right panels) for real unhealthy data
(bottom panels) and healthy data (top panels)
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exceeds confidence intervals in many lags. Correlation is highest for time series
shifted by 15, but ACF in lags of 7 and 8 is also well above confidence intervals. In
the case analyzed in this Sect. 1 lag represents * 0.0104 [s], i.e. time intervals
between broadband excitations are close to 0.083 [s] (12 [Hz]). Recall that the
characteristic damage frequency is 12.69 [Hz] which corresponds with * 7.8 time
intervals equal to 1 lag.

5 Conclusions

In the paper a novel method of time-frequency map processing for feature
extraction for local damage detection is proposed. It should be mentioned that the
procedure has been applied to spectrogram; however, it can be applied to other
time-frequency representation. After processing, new time-frequency map contains
clear information that can be also easily aggregated to one-dimensional time series
with cyclic impulses. Original raw vibration signal contains strong non-informa-
tive contribution so detection of cyclic impulses related to damage is not possible.
The advantage of the method is that after decomposition of raw vibration signal to
two-dimensional time-frequency map, further processing is applied to simple sub-
signal for each frequency bin. Non-informative sub-signals are in some sense
neglected; sub-signals with cyclic disturbances are enhanced. It provides new
time-frequency map with highlighted informative part.
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Fig. 8 Sample autocorrelation function for vector of weights for healthy bearing (left panel) and
damaged bearing (right panel)
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